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Jennifer, please pass my comments on as well.  I agree with Mr. Chisholm
but suggest that Mar A Lago Florida would be a great place for the
failures of the nuclear waste industry especially since in a few decades
it'll be under ocean water due to global warming.

Lee Halper 650 valley road west hagerman idaho 83332

On 4/16/2020 7:14 PM, Bill Chisholm via idarights list wrote:
> Jennifer,
> From what I gather you are not the person I need to address this to,
> but given that the comment link to do so didn't work via my dial-up
> system and your work for the NRC, I hope as a public servant you will
> get my comments to the correct location and into the record.
> Thanks,
> Bill Chisholm
>
> To the NRC,
> Sadly I have very little faith in your organization to do what is
> right by the people of Idaho and the environment.  Like too many of
> our government agencies these days, they seem more to serve the
> entities they are supposed to regulate rather than the public.
>
> That the NRC is even weighing this outrageous proposal at this time,
> during this crisis era is indicative of your disconnect from reality.
>
> I personally along with many Idahoans have a long and proud history of
> working to keep Idaho from being turned into a nuke waste dump.  We
> have not all died off yet and proposal to put radioactive waste in our
> landfills is totally unacceptable.
>
>>
>> The Commission is proposing an "interpretive rule" that would give
>> "specific exemptions" to landfill operators to accept and store
>> radioactive waste (and to do so with no notice to the adversely
>> affected communities). This giveaway to the nuclear industry would
>> bypass long-standing requirements in favor of cheaper disposal and
>> transfer of waste from nuclear power plants across the country into
>> Idaho. The nuclear industry would save money due to the cheaper and
>> riskier disposal and our communities would be forced to bear the
>> burden of radioactive waste for generations to come!
> Hear my words and hear them clear!!!!  NO, this is unacceptable!!!
>
> Sincerely,
> Bill Chisholm
> 19073E Hwy 30
> Buhl, Idaho 83316
> 208-543-4418
> chisholm3@mindspring.com
>
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